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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Poplar Bluff, Missouri

1.1

T
F

History and Heritage

The history of Poplar Bluff is very colorful and deeply rooted in transportation. The
he early settlers had
built settlements along the Natchitoches Trail west of the current City. During the
e organization of Butler
County, residents chose to locate the County Seat in the center of the County
ty along the
th Black River. The
Black River was an important resource and navigable waterway, in particular
in
ticular
ar to the logging industry
ind
the area. Poplar Bluff was so named for the trees that proliferated along
river. By the
long the well traveled river
end of 1850 the town was established and the first Court House constructed in 1855. Poplar
Popl Bluff was
incorporated in 1870 and has a population today of about 17,000
,000
00 people.

A
R

The decision to improve accessibility and put transportation
tation
n first as an important aspect of the City
would become a common thread throughout the history
story of “The Bluff”. As river travel lessened
lessene in the
early 1900’s, the railroads arrived and Poplar Bluff found itself
passenger
elf as a railroad town with pas
pa
service to such major cities as St. Louis and Little
ittle Rock. Amtrak services Poplar Bluff
Bluff tod
today and two historic train
depots are located Downtown. As the rise of the automobile
automobi occurred,
red, Poplar Bluff was not
n to be left out. The early
decision to install brick paved streets was
as an initiative mostly
mostly paid for by the
th Downtown merchants in 1909. This was
the first public-private streetscape installed
suggested that public improvements were an
lled in Poplar Bluff and sugg
important investment. Former plans
Main Street, although not constructed.
ans also included
cluded an entryway
entry
entryway arch on So
South M
A parking garage was constructed
although it is largely underutilized today.
tructed in the 1960’s
960’s on South Broadway, a
alth
Poplar Bluff and Butler County
a four-lane highway from the City
ounty
nty have also played an import
important
ant role in constructing
cons
to St. Louis. These efforts,
brickk streets,
are further evidence of The Bluff’s prioritization
orts,
ts, although more modern than b
bric
ets a
of accessibility and willingness
development.
illingnes to embrace
embrace the latest transpo
transportation d

D

Downtown Poplar Bluff
uff boasts many multiple story buildings
buildings with beautiful architecture. Some of the buildings were
significantly damaged by a tornado in 1927 and
many cases, this damage is still evident. The brick streets are
and, in ma
still in place as are, of course,
Arguably, Poplar Bluff is still a “River Town” and a “Railroad Town”.
urse, the river and rail lines.
lin
The vibrant heritage of the logging industry and river,
railroad, and early automobile travel, must not be overlooked and
ri
can be emphasized by the DREAM
EAM program.
One has to wonder, pondering thiss histor
history…”What will Downtown Poplar Bluff do next?”

1
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Poplar Bluff, Missouri

Background

T
F

After World War II there was a movement in America to remove all things that were considered
idered
ered old and
a replace
replac them with
gess took place that
th had a ccumulative
something new and modern. In the intervening years, subtle, and not so subtle, changes
effect on the entire architectural environment. Original glass storefronts were replaced
windows
aced
ced with smaller, eco
economical w
and entrances. Upper facade windows were removed or completely covered.
d. Building
Buildi
cornices and o
ornaments were
eliminated in an attempt to “clean-up” the old looking façade. Historic character
qualities
aracter
racter and
a
qual
ities were replac
replaced with new
n
and inappropriate materials and design. In some cases, entire buildings
new
gs have been demolished and replaced with ne
buildings that fail to account for the rhythm and scale of the surrounding
of the
ding buildings
uildings and street. The public elemen
elements o
streetscape were not spared either. Historic light poles and fixtures
es were replaced
aced with out-of-scale “cobra-head” fixtures
and poles. These changes have accumulated over the years and
d the sense of the
e main street
stre community space was lost.

A
R

The physical layout of the core of Downtown Poplar Bluff
ff is framed
amed by the Black River on tthe East and South, and by the
major thoroughfares of 5th Street on the West and Pine
e Street (State
ate Highway 60) on the North.
North
Often a central feature found in many downtowns,
courthouse
activity. In Downtown Poplar
wns,, the county co
urthouse serves as a hub of a
Bluff, the Butler County Courthouse servess as that hub, but is located on the eastern edge of the Downtown core
overlooking the Black River. This location
n lessens
essens it
iitss focus
ocus as a central point or ‘square’ iin Downtown.
Although Poplar Bluff may lack the
Courthouse,
other activity generators spread
he central
ral focus of the Cour
C
thouse,
se, it has numerous
nu
throughout Downtown. The Black River Coliseum,
Library, Commercial
District, Railroad Museum, Rodger’s
oliseum, Libra
mercia Historic
H
Theatre, and Post Office ensure
traffic flow and signage critical issues. In
sure
re activity. These
e dispersed activity centers make
m
addition, at the center of Downtown is a parking garage
Poplar Street at Broadway.
garage that interrupts P

D

Although many towns
this is not the case in Poplar Bluff. Numerous multiple
wns have lost significant Main Street buildings,
build
story buildings exist in Downtown. However City zoning code
codes are resulting in severe underutilization of the building stock,
particularly on the upper
per floo
floors.
Numerous factors must be
through
public infrastructure investments and private property improvements,
e addre
addressed, th
rough
ugh both
b
to help Poplar Bluff strengthen
n its Downtown core.
core
cor

2
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2.0 STREETSCAPE DESIGN GUIDELINES

T
F
A

The term Streetscape typically refers to exterior public spaces located
between the building facades on one side of the street and the building
facades on the other side of the street. The DREAM Initiative proposes an
organized streetscape with combined lighting, site furnishings, and
wayfinding signage. The Streetscape will result in a more efficient and
user-friendly environment for visitors to Downtown Poplar Bluff.

A review of existing conditions show no previous overall Streetscape
reetscape
attempt. Original brick streets are uncovered notably on Vine,
e,, Broadway,
B
Cedar, and 2nd Streets and have numerous maintenance
tenance
nce issues.
is
Sidewalks are not compliant with the Americans with
ith Disabilities
bilities Act
Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG) and are often in poor shape. Trees are
planted near the intersections of Main with Vine, Cedar, and
Poplar
nd P
Streets. The Butler County Courthouse and some
ome
me of the public parking lots
have existing landscaping. There are landscaping
andscaping
ndscaping attempts by private
property owners typically in the form of planters
lanters in front of storefronts. Th
The
existing improvements however, lackk uniform
orm streetscape elements such as
a
site furnishings, decorative lighting,
ng, and wayfinding
yfinding signs.

R
D

The Downtown Poplar Bluff
ufff Streetscape willl focus on two distinct street
stree
types: the Major Arterial;
Major
al;; and the Downtown Street. In general, the M
Arterial Streets existt to
o move people ‘through’ Downtown and Downtown
Dow
Street’s exist to move
ve people ’within’ Downtown.

Downtown Poplar Blufff has a
opportunity
great strides with a
an opport
unity to make
m
gre
well planned, cohesive Streetscape.
reetsca
reetscape.

Existing conditions in
Downtown Poplar Bluff
3
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Design Coordination

T
F
A
R
D

An overall design approach to Downtown Poplar Bluff will create an
atmosphere that pulls together the buildings, streets, parking areas, public
spaces, and pedestrian walkways into a pleasing experience that
encourages visitors to explore the area.

A downtown can, and should, display a sense of order and rhythm
m
through the repetition of design elements on buildings and street
furnishings. Other efforts occurring in Downtown Poplar Bluff must be
supported by new design elements.
Of particular importance are the design efforts of the “Poplar
Poplar
Bluff Historical Preservation Commission” as it administers
isters the
Downtown Poplar Bluff Commercial Historic District
strictt and its
guidelines for the contributing historical structures
es within.
with

The Preservation Commission has continued
ontinued
tinued their efforts
eff
beyond the buildings in the Historic District
rict and provided input
in
on various streetscape elements as well. It is expected that
those chosen elements will be replicated throughout
ughout Downtown
Downto
Poplar Bluff, not just in the Historic District. The DREAM
boundary encloses the Historic District completely, yet the
Historic District doess not appear
appe to be
e substantially different
diff
from the non-historic
ric
ic district area in the DREAM boundary.
Therefore, the design elements that will be identified
iden
for the
Historic District, particularly
should
arly the Streetscape elements,
elem
be continued throughout the
DREAM area.
he DREA

Mural on 5th Street

Any variances due to newer construction,
such as in the area of the Black
nstruction, suc
River Coliseum, should complement
visibly connect the newer
ement and
ement
a
construction to the core Historic District.
This will be accomplished by
istr
integrating some of the design elements into the newer construction.

4
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In addition, other design issues and elements of aesthetically pleasing
downtowns must be addressed in Downtown Poplar Bluff, including:
x

The exposed brick streets are an incredible design asset and
should be retained wherever possible. The brick streets will,
however, require improvements and special attention to
maintenance.

x

Many sidewalks will need replacement and updating to current
rrent
Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines
uidelines
(ADAAG). Ideally, overhead power lines can be buried as
sidewalks are reconstructed.

x

Enhanced, decorative, lighting throughout downtown.. Lighting
should be historically accurate if possible.
le.

x

Clear signage with a consistent theme at key intersections is
critical.

x

Landscaping and otherr street furnishings
rnishings such as benches an
and
trash receptacles should
ould be installed.
ed.

Without exception, all of the
he physical, public owned elements of Downtown
Downtow
must be maintained in
n top condition. Elements should be
b reviewed on a
regular basis and repairs or replacements
replacements
ts made as timely as resources
allow. There is no
required by a
o way to avoid the maintenance costs re
physically improved Downtown, but Poplar Blu
cannot afford to let
Bluff canno
Downtown continue in itss current state of decline. A co
commitment must be
made to enhance Downtown...and
wn...and keep it that way.
wa

D

These Streetscape improvements
nts will help to tie Downtown Poplar Bluff
together as a unit, promote pedestrian
and dispel negative safety,
strian activity,
act
parking, and traffic perceptions. The
public Streetscape enhancements will
ep
demonstrate to private property owners that the City is an investment
partner with them in the rebirth of Downtown Poplar Bluff.
5
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Infrastructure

T
F
A

Downtown cannot function without its infrastructure intact, but this does
not mean that the infrastructure just need be ’functional’. Poplar Bluff
should view infrastructure as another design element that can be
enhanced aesthetically for the benefit of visitors, merchants, and property
owners.
x

Overhead electrical and telephone lines may pose a visual
isual
distraction from the overall unity of downtown. Although
costly, relocation of overhead utilities should be considered,
ment
ent project.
pr
especially with each new development/redevelopment

x

Curbs should be in good repair and a consistentt material
along the street. There should be no gaps or areas
eas of uneven
elevation along the curb line. At all street intersections tthere
should be ADAAG compliant curb
b cuts.

x

Poorly working storm drains
ns can create an undesirab
undesirable
situation at street intersections
rsections when runoff water collects in
i
large pools. This condition makes
es pedestrian access virtually
impossible and must
st be corrected.
corre

x

Street improvements
provements
rovements (such as street pavement,
pavem
curbs
cur
or
sidewalks)
coordinated
ks) should be coordinate
d at the same ttime as public
works projects
ojects to minimize street closings and costs.
costs

x

New or replacement
acement curb and gutter shou
should be vertical curb
design as seen in the upper right photo
on this page.
phot o

R
D

New vertical curbing sample
N

Existing curb conditions in
Downtown Poplar Bluff

6
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Street Improvements

T
F
A

As noted, a unique feature in Downtown Poplar Bluff are the brick streets.
While this material requires different maintenance techniques, there is
recent evidence that it is more durable than more common materials. The
aesthetic value of a brick street cannot be matched, and the heritage and
history behind Poplar Bluff’s streets should be maintained and promoted.
Recently the brick portions of the
main artery of 5th Street have
been paved with asphalt. In
addition, the brick under Main
Street from Pine to Cherry has
not been uncovered.
Shown here is a page from the
DREAM map Reference
Handbook that depicts the brick
sections throughout the DREAM
boundary.
In order to a create a unique
ique
pedestrian atmosphere,
e, it is
recommended that, in general,
gene
the City of Poplarr Bluff sseek to
uncover and maintain
ain the brick
streets.
On the following pagess are
recommendations for each street
reet
within the DREAM boundary.

R
D
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2nd Street
x

The section of this street on the North side of Pine is brick but
covered. This should be uncovered to help tie the Government
offices located here to the rest of Downtown.

x

2nd Street on the South side of Pine is uncovered and should
d
remain so, but requires maintenance.

x

Photo off 2nd Str
S
Street

The section South of the railroad tracks is a gravel
ravel road
uty scho
servicing the rail yard farther South and the beauty
school. As
improvements are planned for the riverfront
rfront area, the
th
utilization and necessity of this section will require review.
iew.

Main Street

R
D

x

Main Street is currently brick
ick North of Pine Street and paved to
the South where it sees
es a somewhat
mewhat higher traffic flow than
tha
other Downtown streets.
reets. The South
uth portion of Main Street is
also one-way from
om
m Pine. The brick under Main Street to the
South should be
e uncovered. This will help reclaim the street for
Downtown
merchants.
n Poplar Bluff’s visitors
visitors,, pedestrians, and merc
The brick
ckk streets will promote a local Downtown Street
Stre image
and help
p to cal
calm traffic.

x

If the uncovering
ring of the existing brick isn’t p
possible, there may
be some streetscape
cape elements that can still
sti bring the street back
to the storefronts and pedestrians, b
but a reconstructed surface
bu
of the appropriate brick
rick is recommended.
recomm

x

To be addressed in the
e DREAM
D
Strategic plan; Main Street
should be returned to two-way traffic.
Main Street
8
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T
F
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Broadway Street
x

The section of Broadway North of Pine is critical to the Rodger’s
Theatre and should be uncovered to promote the pedestrian
atmosphere at that location. Patrons of the Rodger’s should
feel they are Downtown, though they may be separated from
the core by Pine Street / Highway 60 traffic.

x

The remainder of Broadway is exposed brick, and should
remain so, but has some of the more serious maintenance
aintenance
e addressed
ad
issues in the Downtown. These issues need to be
and the street kept in good shape with ongoing
g maintenance.
ntenance.

x

To be addressed in the DREAM Strategic
tegic Plan; Broadway is
currently one-way and should be returned
traffic.
urned
ned to two-way traffic

x

R
D

Broadway Stre
Street

The Southern terminus of Broadway
oadway
adway near the depot entrance
and railroad tracks is an important
portant pedestrian location due to
future improvements along
ong the riverfront.
riverfro

Moran Street
x

This street
eet serves as an alley and service area. It is currently
covered and may not have a brick base.
bas

x

Moran can be an important access as th
the rear facades of
buildings in the Commercial Historic
District are improved. The
Historic D
Distr
area near the Railroad
Coliseum parking lot, and
road Museum, the C
potentially the Post Office may be improved in the future.
Moran Street should be reconstructed
as a brick street if these
recons
development projects become
com reality.
Moran Street
9
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5th Street
x

5th Street has been recently paved and is an important traffic
artery. There are stop lights located at the intersections of 5th
with both Pine & Vine Streets, although the Vine Street light is a
flashing red light only. 5th Street should remain paved and
improved to handle the traffic of the Coliseum.

x

The City should plan to reconstruct 5th from Cedar to Pine as
concrete to match the section in front of the Coliseum.
eum. The
eet p
projects
underlying brick should be salvaged for other street
elsewhere in the Downtown.

x

Improvements to 5th Street need to
o tie in to
o the design
elements of the smaller brick streets.

x

Oak Street
x

R
D

5th
h Street

The City should also consider
sider
der the corridor for potential
redevelopment. The traffic
ic signal
ignal at Vine serves only to slo
slow
traffic and might be more
ore effective
ctive at Poplar or Cedar Streets,
Streets
making the Post Office
fice propertyy a potential redevelopment site.

Photo of Oak Street

Oak Street
eet lies to the North of and parallels Pine Street. Oak
connects the
Center, and City
he Rodger’s Theatre, Library,
Library Justice C
Hall. Oak Street
uncovered
reet sh
should be un
covered
vered and iimproved as a brick
street to help tie
nature of the area North of
e in the ‘institutional’ natur
na
Pine with the core of Downtown.

10
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Pine Street / State Highway 60
x

Enhancements to Pine Street should focus on improved
aesthetics, traffic calming, wayfinding, and visibility. However,
as a State Highway, no surface changes are proposed.

Vine Street

Pine
e Street

x

Vine Street runs from the Western edge
dge of the
e DREAM
boundary to a bridge across the Black River on the
he East. Vine
Street is uncovered brick and should be maintained as such
such.

Poplar Street

R
D

x

Poplar Streett runs from the Western edge of the DREA
DREAM
boundary to
Broadway
o the railroad tracks and is interrupted
interrup
at Broa
by the City parking garage. Poplar
Poplar is uncovered brick
bric only at
the approach
Street and this
oach to the parking garage from Main S
St
is possibly the w
worst section of brick street in the Downtown.
This section of street should be reconstructed
reconstructed.
reconst

x

Poplar Street should
uld be uncovered
uncovered to expose the brick from 5th
to 2nd Streets. The
he section West
We of 5th Street is primarily
residential and could remain
covered.
emain co

Vine Street

Poplar Street
11
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T
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Cedar Street
x

Cedar Street runs from the Western boundary to 2nd Street and
has intermittent areas of brick.

x

The Eastern portion from 5th Street should be exposed and
n
maintained as a brick surface as it runs through the Downtown
core.

x

West of 5th Street on the North side of the Coliseum
eum could
remain covered in the residential areas.

Photo of Cedar
dar

Maple Street
x

Maple Street within the boundaryy consists of one small section
between Moran and Broadway.
way.
y. It is currently exposed brick
and should be maintained
ed as such, however it is another
anoth
section in need of repair.
ir.

Cherry Street
x

x

R
D

Cherry Street within the boundary runs from the Western
West
edge
to Broadway
between
dway and is paved throughout. The section
sect
sec
the Western
n edge of the boundary and
an Moran Street services
the parking areas
should remain paved.
reas for the Coliseum and shou

Photo of Maple

Photo of Cherry Street

The section from
m Moran Street to Broadway, however,
represents the entrance
Downtown and should be made
ance to Down
attractive to visitors of the Co
Coliseum. This street should be
reconstructed as brick and an archway included to beckon
visitors. This will be the beginning of an inviting pathway into
the Downtown from the parking area.
12
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Park Avenue Area
x

Park Avenue in the DREAM boundary consists of two sections
each on either side of the railroad tracks. The Western section
from 5th to Broadway is an area used like Cherry Street by the
parking areas and should remain paved.

x

The Eastern section of Park Avenue runs from the railroad
road
tracks to 2nd Street and is an access for the rail yard
d farther
South. The utilization of this section is dependantt upon the
future plans for the park and Black River.

In addition to the above street recommendations,
ns, there are numerous
access alleys in Downtown Poplar Bluff that require
quire maintenance. The
entrances and exits into the nearby alleys forr the parking garage make it a
very uninviting experience. Alleyways could
ould be asphalt paved as they
typically do not disrupt the downtown
n atmosphere,
tmosphere, but they still must b
be
maintained in top condition, regardless
rdless of the surfacing.

R
D

Alleyway Conditions in Poplar Bluff

13
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Accessibility

T
F

The U.S. Access Board is an independent Federal agency that has been
established to monitor and issue updated accessibility guidelines for new
or altered facilities covered by Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and
the Architectural Barriers Act (ABA). These major civil rights laws prohibit
discrimination on the basis of disability and establish design criteria for the
construction or alteration of both public sector facilities and private sector
or
facilities for public and commercial use. These guidelines address new
construction and alterations and are referred to as the Americans
ns with
Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines or ADAAG.

A

Without the required curb ramps, sidewalk travel is dangerous,
ngerous,
us, difficult,
difficu
and in some cases impossible for people who use wheelchairs,, scooters,
and other mobility aids. Ramps allow people with mobility impairments
mpairments to
gain access to sidewalks and pass through center islands in streets.
Additionally, vision impaired visitors to
o urban downtowns require
detectable warning strips along ramps leading
ading
ding to streets.
When streets and roads are newlyy built orr altered, they must have ramp
ramps
wherever there are curbs or other barriers to entry from a pedestrian
walkway. Likewise, when new
w sidewalks or walkways are built or altered,
they must contain curb ramps
mps or sloped areas wherever they intersect with
w
streets or roads. While
considered an
hile
e resurfacing a street or sidewalk is
i consider
alteration for these
filling in potholes
the
e purposes,
purpos
tholes alone will not
n trigger
tr
alterations requirements.
ments. Under program access, alternative
alternativ routes to
alternat
buildings that make use of existing ramps ma
acceptable where
may be ac
people with disabilities must on
longer route.
only travel a marginally
rgina lon

ADAAG ramp construction

These aspects and improvements
are particularly
ments a
particularly
rticular important in Downtown
Poplar Bluff. ADAAG compliantt improvements
improvement must be maintained for the
safety of Downtown’s visitors and residents
residents.

14
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Pedestrian Access and Sidewalks
x

A clean, clear and well lit pathway for all pedestrians should be
provided from any remote parking areas to the Downtown.

x

The parking areas within Downtown Poplar Bluff need to be
maintained better. Current stall and directional flow markings
are faded and unclear, creating a haphazard situation at best.

x

The parking garage at Poplar and Broadway is a unique
feature and is discussed in the implementation
n section.
However, the current conditions of the garage
be
ge cannot
can
allowed to continue.

x

As noted in the previous section, pedestrian
trian pathways
ays will need
to comply with Federal ADAAG.

x

Sidewalks should run continuously
ously
usly through an entire block to
create a clearly defined pedestrian
pede
destrian
strian pathway and minimize
minimi
conflicts between people
e and vehicles.
ehicles

x

All roadway crosswalks
swalks
alks should be clearly marked with signage
and striping. Iff necessary, stamped asphalt crosswalks at kkey
locations can
roadway to
n simulate a continuation of the b
brick roadw
reinforce
e the presence of a crosswalk and calm traffic
traffi on the
main arterial
roads.
terial paved
p

D

T
F
Suggestions for sidewalk
alignment and designation
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Poplar Bluff, Missouri

Sidewalk Zones

T
F

As a Streetscape project is contemplated, it is important that appropriate
zones in front of a building are maintained. The Building Zone, Pedestrian
Zone, and Curb Zone all have unique characteristics that should be
regulated to ensure that private elements do not adversely impact public
improvements. These are also important aspects of the streetscape plan to
be discussed later in this document.

A
R

D
Building
B
ui
Zone

Pedestrian Zone

Curb Zone

Roadbed
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T
F
A

Aside from ADAAG pavement improvements, Streetscape Amenities
should remain clear of the Pedestrian Zone and allow for free movement
of pedestrians. Amenities should enhance the pedestrian experience,
not be obstructive.

Businesses and property owners should be educated on the importance
of maintaining Sidewalk Zones. Each business should care for the zones
within their building’s street frontage.

Outdoor Seating
ting

R
D
Public
blic Event
Ev
Signage
e

Building Zone

Pedestrian Zone

Curb Zone
C

Building Zone

Pedestrian Zone

Private Event or
Temporary Signage
Wayfinding and
Public Signage

Curb Zone
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T
F
A

Street furnishings such as bicycle racks, bollards, and benches can add
to a streetscape, but must be correctly installed in appropriate locations.
Care must also be taken that furnishings are not excessive.
Businesses should consider providing and maintaining such elements
within their Building or Parking Lot Zones to enhance service to their
patrons.

Parking Lot Zone

R
D

Pedestrian
destrian
Zone
ne

Curb
Zone

Parking Lot Zone

Pedestrian
Zone

Curb
Zone
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Outdoor Café Seating

T
F
A

While not a public Streetscape improvement, Outdoor Café or sidewalk
seating is a tool that Poplar Bluff could encourage to create a vibrant
impression about Downtown. These seating areas will interact with the
Streetscape in the various Sidewalk Zones previously described and should
be monitored closely by the City. A proper arrangement will:
x

Be located in the sidewalk area fronting the restaurant.

x

Allow a clear and unencumbered path along the sidewalk
idewalk for
o the
he building.
b
pedestrian traffic or be located close enough to
In either case the sidewalk must maintain ADAAG
AAG compliance.
omplianc
The restaurant owner is responsible for keeping the
e sidewalk
and this pathway clear at all times.

x

Not block entrances or exits to the building and provide a
clearly defined area connected
cted
ed with the restaurant. Areas
adjacent to the buildings should
hould
uld be ideal.

x

Use appropriate umbrellas or other patron covering in a
uniform color and
nd
d style and with only the restaurant name.
Any other wording
avoid
ording
ding or message should not be allowed to avo
a cluttering
g effect.

x

Be kept in top condition to provide an attractive image
iim
for the
restaurant and all of Downtown. Furnishings
should be
Furnishi
durable, weatherproof,
enough to prevent
eatherproof, and sturdy
sturd en
movement by wind. For these reasons,
plastic furnishings
rea
reason
should not be used.
d.

x

Be stored in a secure inside
nside location
loca
at the close of business.

x

Provide sturdy trash receptacles as well.

R
D

Preferred Café
Furniture Locations.

Clear, ADAAG corner zone.
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Parking and Service Areas

T
F
A

Parking to support business and retail tenants must be provided. Street
parking will accommodate some, but not all of the required parking.
Additionally, public owned parking lots can be used for Streetscape
element installations. Poplar Bluff has two key City owned parking areas,
at which Downtown entryway signage and landscaping could be installed
to welcome visitors. Poplar Bluff’s parking garage will be discussed in
n
detail in the Implementation section. Parking and service areas should:
d:
x

Be well lit and landscaped. Vacant lots can provide
e a solution
intained.
ained
for additional parking spaces, but only if well maintained.

x

Provide planting buffers at the edges of parking lots
ots or use
decorative paving to define the site border.
der.

x

Include landscape islands throughout
ughout
hout the lot to improve the
aesthetics as well minimize storm
orm
m water run-off.

R
D

x

Be located to the side or rear of the main business areas and
an
be clearly marked as public parking.
ng.

x

Provide a clear
earr and well lit pathway for pedestrians from a
any
parking area
rea
ea in Downtown.
Dow

x

Be maintained
tained in good condition. All parts of the street, alley,
and sidewalk
nott present
tripping
hazards for
alk pav
pavement should no
pre
tripp
pedestrians.

x

Have clearly marked
ked crosswalks that
tha are free of landscaping
and other obstacles to provide a clear
view for traffic.
cl

x

Be policed in the evening
ing as they may become a security
concern for some patrons.

Planting buffer along parking area
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Lighting

T
F
A

Streetscape lighting should enhance the pedestrian experience and
nighttime image of Downtown while also providing an attractive
installation during the day. Generally, lighting should:
x

Provide pools of light on the sidewalks at a higher level of
o
illumination than the roadway. Storefront lighting can add to
this illumination.

x

Be on 12’-14’ height poles and project light down
wn onto the
sidewalk, not into second floor windows.

x

Be uniform in style, type, height, and brightness
htness throughout
ughout the
Downtown.

x

Used the same type of illumination
on
n (metal halide, high pressure
sodium, incandescent, etc.) throughout
roughout
oughout the Downtown.
Down

x

Be equipped with brackets
kets for banners or electrical outlets that
tha
can effectively display
ay Cityy approved
ed decorations
decorations.

x

Be part of an
n overall lighting design strategy to ensu
ensure
appropriate
te
e lighting levels.

x

Not neglect
ect parking areas, rear entrances, and all
alle
alleys.

R
D

Streetscape lights and poles for Downtown Poplar
Bluff
Pop
Blu should coincide
with the models selected in the Streetscape Imp
Implementation Plan for the
Implem
Commercial Historic District. While th
the
historical poles installed in Poplar
e historic
historica
Bluff were of a concrete aggregate
construction, metal poles typically
regate constru
installed in streetscapes could be painted
painted to
t match the concrete color and
provide the added benefits of lower ma
maintenance and easier replacement.

The historical lighting installation in
Poplar Bluff is shown above

A similarly themed current
installation in Rolla,
Missouri is shown at right
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Lighting along the Arterial Streets (5th & Pine) should reflect the vehicular
nature of the street as opposed to the pedestrian feel of the Downtown
Street and its parking areas.

T
F
A

If black metal street furnishings are used, black brackets or bands on the
poles holding wayfinding signs can be attractive accents that will tie in the
concrete color of the poles to the Streetscape. Ground Fault Interrupt
receptacles and banner brackets should be installed on each pole.

Arterial Street Installation:
x

Multiple fixture poles could be used for added
d illumination
illum
along these busy streets.

x

The MODOT overhead lighting should
d be maintained
tained so that
roadway illumination is not compromised.
mised.
sed.

x

Poles should be taller. These
e roadways tend to have buildings
farther back from the street,
eet, so there is a larger scale to th
the
area.

R
D

Downtown Street Installation:
tallation:
lation:
x

Single fixture
ture
re poles should be used on the Downtown
D
S
Streets
and parking
rking
king are
areas.

x

The City should
hould seek to replace the o
overhead lighting on the
Downtown Streets
treets with fixtures that p
provide as much or more
roadway lighting.
g. Any MODOT approved
app
approve installations should
be phased out in a selective, planned manner.

x

The poles should be 12’
2’ - 14’ to
t provide light at the roadway,
but not in the second floor
of buildings. This will
or windows
w
provide a more pedestrian scale to the lighting.

Potential historical
lighting replacement
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Signs and Banners

T
F
A

Public signage should be used to identify, define, and promote Downtown
Poplar Bluff and its activities. All too often signage is not thought of as an
important part of the Streetscape, but just as functional. With every
business having at least one sign, public signs can quickly get lost.

Wayfinding techniques and components to assist in navigation through the
e
area will be addressed in Section 3.0. Recommendations for individual
dual
building and business signage is discussed in the Building Design Section.
ection.
The following are design concepts that the City should utilize
its
ze to make
m
public signage an attractive and effective element of the Downtown
own Popla
Poplar
Bluff Streetscape:
x

Street name signs should be chosen
sen
n and installed that are
reet
et name signs located in the
distinctively different from the street
rest of the community. This willl reinforce a feeling of ‘place’ in
Downtown Poplar Bluff. Decorative
corative traffic signs, such as the
th
one shown at right, can
n also be used effectively.

x

The style of the street
reet name an
and
d street address signs should
complement if not match complete
completely.
type
comple
ly. A ‘historic plaque’ ty
can provide
colors of
de
e a very elegant touch. The style, font,
fo and col
these signs
gns should be easily read.

R
D

x

In an effortt to reduce visual clutter, regulation
re
and directional
signage should
ld be combined where possible.
possible
po

x

Banners and other
er temporary signs
sign should be allowed, but
restricted as to size, prevalence, an
and length of display.

All of these elements can support the
chosen Streetscape theme
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x

Hung from the light poles, seasonal banners or
decorations approved by the City can create seasonally
festive streets.

x

Banners can add a sense of civic identity while providing
information about upcoming events or festivals.

x

Banners should be well designed and are most effective
with a simple design, repeated throughout downtown,
n,
and with minimal lettering. Sponsor panels should only
be allowed within a uniform design panel.

x

The banner brackets used for these banners
ers should
ld be
maintained by the City.

x

Banners should be changed on a regular schedule and
replaced as needed. Bannerss which have been faded or
worn due to long term use,
e, should
ould be replaced.

x

Balloons, pennants,, and other distracting
stracting sign n
novelties
should be strictlyy regulated
egulated in the Downtown area. It is
possible thatt these elements can be used on public
signage, but
ut this should be uncommon.
uncomm

x

Murals must have an artistic component and
an are
allowable by City approval only. Murals
should be
M
sh
professionallyy painted. Any mural not approved
should
appr
be considered in
code.
n violation of the sign ccod

Poplar Bluff, Missouri

T
F
A
R
D
Examples of banners and other
celebratory signs
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Site Furnishings
x

Benches within the streetscape encourage social interaction
which contributes to a successful Downtown.

x

Planters and window boxes provide color and can provide
opportunities to volunteer service if maintained by a local club
or organization.

x

Trash receptacles provide a place to
dispose of potential litter.

x

Bollards, tree grates, and boundary
fencing can provide attractive
accents.

x

Grouped together, furnishings will
ill
enhance the Downtown and
provide gathering places
acess for
fo
pedestrians.

T
F

The minimum
imum distances shown for
Bench Placement represent
suggestions for installation. Actual
distances may vary due to site
conditions.

x

Street furnishing will invite
nvite peo
people to get out of their vehicles
and walk around in the Dow
Downtown.

D

.

x

10’ Min.

in
M
5’

Furnishings should
uld be coordinated
with light and
present
d sign poles to pres
a unified look
ook
ok to the streetscape.

.

x

in
M
5’

A
R

8’’ Min
Min.

An example of proper bench placement
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x

The styles of site furnishings should be simple and not too
intricate or flashy.

x

Sturdy materials that can be painted are preferred for site
furnishings. Wood and soft material that can be vandalized
should be avoided to reduce maintenance costs.

x

Concrete is a sturdy material, but metal furnishings willl be
easier to maintain and replace than concrete elements.

x

As noted in the Lighting Section 2.9, if a concrete
rete
e agg
aggregate
light pole is to be used, or a metal pole painted
inted with a light
lig
color finish, the lighting can be tied to black
ack metal furnishings
by the installation of black metal bandss or brackets
ets on the light
poles.

x

Site furnishings should match th
those
hose chosen for the Commercial
Historic District Streetscape
e Implementation
mplementation Plan.

T
F
A

R
D

Examples of appropriate site furnishing styles
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Bicycles

T
F
A

Downtown Poplar Bluff should not only be pedestrian friendly, but bicycle
friendly as well. Concerns for a bicyclist will include routes of travel,
clearance, type of traffic signals, traffic lanes, signage, drainage grates
and curbing obstacles, and parking. Downtown plans should implement
bicycle facilities which can be used by local citizens and visitors. The City
should identify opportunities for future bicycle facilities in Downtown and
d
throughout the community. Such facilities include:
x

Bicycle racks which should be of uniform design off materials,
color, and style as other site furnishings.

x

Racks should be located at useful activity nodes throughout
ughout the
Downtown.

x

Directional and regulatory street signage which identifies local
streets as bike routes and share
re the road routes.

R
D

x

Wayfinding signage to
o direct cycl
cyclists
ists to various destination
destinations
within Downtown.

x

Public restrooms
mss and drinking fountains.

x

Dedicated
ted
ed bicycle lanes on streets, where feasible
feasible.

Bike rack and wayfinding signs. (Webster
Groves, MO)
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Landscaping

T
F
A

x

Landscaping zones can also be identified along side streets to
complement, but not obstruct building facades.

x

If landscaping in front of a business is desired, plants in
movable containers should be considered where no available
d
landscape strip is present. Containers should never be placed
in the pedestrian pathway but rather immediately adjacent
nt to
buildings or curbs.

x

Trees work best when planted in groups or islands
nds where
whe they
can thrive on larger volumes of soil.

x

Trees should be of any hardy variety common
ommon to the region but
specified at a size which will allow a minimum of seven feet of
clearance before any lateral branching
nching
hing begins.

x

The canopy of the tree should
ould be considered to avoid excessiv
excessive
roosting of birds.

x

Fruiting berries of a trees annual cycle should be cleaned from
sidewalks.

x

Trees should
hould also be chosen for their root growth
gro
structure.
Care should
hould be taken to select
select varieties wit
with downward
growing roots,
damage surrounding
ots, not lateral growth that w
will dama
pavement.

x

Shrubs should be massed in groupin
grou
groupings
pi
of five to seven plants
with no more than two
species within a planting bed.
wo different sp
spe

x

Locate plantings in traditional
tion areas of the site. For residential
buildings, plantings along fences, walks, foundations, and at
porch edges are good locations.

Examples of landscaping
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x

The minimum placement distances shown below represent
suggestions for installation only. Actual distances may vary due
to site conditions.

x

Street Trees tend to be one of the most controversial
streetscape elements. The natural feeling provided by correctly
placed, selected, and maintained trees will enhance the
pedestrian environment.

Poplar Bluff, Missouri

T
F

Larger Shade Tree and Lighting Placement.

A
R
20’ Min.

Smaller
ller Ornamental Trees.
Tree

D
15’ Min.

20’ Min.

15’ Min.
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Trees along the front of retail storefronts are usually an issue of contention
by shop owners. The problem of blocking signage, falling leaves, bird
droppings and maintenance have led to many trees being removed from
these areas. However, by proper selection and placement, trees will
enhance the pedestrian experience tremendously and still allow signage
and storefront visibility.

T
F
A

Poplar trees, while providing a dramatic vertical line and being the
e
namesake of Poplar Bluff, should be avoided along streets. Poplars can
be utilized in areas along the Black River and in larger open spaces.
s.
2.14

Fountains and Public Art

The introduction of fountains and public art can enhance
ance Downtown
wntown
se features will be
e most
mo
Poplar Bluff and the pedestrian experience. These
effective as simple interactive elements which Downtown visitors can enjoy.
rovide a refreshing respite in the
Fountains could be simple bubblers that provide
ntenance
ance than fountains in a pool.
summer months, and are lower maintenance

R
D

x

Fountain water should
ould
d be left in its natural state (no coloring).

x

Public art and sculpture can
can provide an
atmosphere
here
ere in which people enjoy lingering.

x

Fountains and art can also serve as memor
memorial in nature,
commemorating
notable citizens or
ating City founders or other
ot
no
historical events.
ts.

inspirati
inspirational
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3.0 WAYFINDING
3.1

Wayfinding Principles

Poplar Bluff, Missouri

T
F
A
R
D

Wayfinding is an indispensable tool for directing travelers to
destinations while at the same time creating a positive first
impression. The term wayfinding was originally coined by Kevin
Lynch in his 1960 book The Image of the City. Lynch presented
the concept that people use a cognitive map to move through
their environment to their destination. Wayfinding develops a
system to assist travelers in interpreting the map.

In relation to community planning and specifically to Downtown
owntown
Poplar Bluff, the goal of the wayfinding system is to
o make the
journey to Downtown as transparent and seamless
ess as possible.
Furthermore, by taking a comprehensive
ve
e approa
approach in
developing the wayfinding system it can reinforce the
community’s unique identity and sense
e of place. This can be
accomplished through four main aspects
spects that can be contro
controlled
and enhanced through appropriate
ate design and building codes:
co

Wayfinding examples from
Webster Groves, Missouri

Architecture:
x Visual cluess of buildings and other features
feature of a
street aid
d people in knowing their location and the
direction
signage.
n of their destination without the use of sign
signag
x

Strong architecture,
hitecture, such as the Butler
But
County
Cou
Courthouse,
Black River Coliseum,
or the Amtrak Train
oliseum, Rodger’s Theatre
Thea
o
Depot, serve ass landmarks and o
orientation points. These
orie
points are often destinations as w
well as starting points and
other wayfinding techniques
niques should
shou utilize this aspect.

x

Buildings themselves have visual aids that draw our eyes to
where we expect an entrance or a shop window to be located.
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Sight Lines:
x The motorist will feel most comfortable in maintaining visual
contact with his or her destination and will want to make as few
direction changes as possible.

T
F
A
R

x

Clean, clear lines down streets at key intersections should be
maintained.

x

Avoid allowing buildings to encroach or block these lines.

x

Repetitive landscaping and furnishings can enhance
e and draw
ken
n tha
the eye down these streets, but care must be taken
that these
items do not obstruct important navigational landmarks.
andmarks.
marks.

Lighting:
x

Lighting can be used to encourage routes
utes and pathways.

x

Warmly lit sidewalks and streets
reets
ets draw the customer onward,
while similarly lit storefronts
ts and
nd entrances will draw the eye of
the customer.

x

A repetitive line of lighting can be an effective navigation tool.

x

Signage:

D

Poor lighting
ing
g causes missed information and lleaves an u
unsafe
impression
ion
on in a visitors mind.

x

Uniform signage
nage at important decision
decis
p
points is a critical
element of Downtown
wntown wayfinding. Kiosks
Kiosk can direct visitors to
Ki
various attractions,
s, advertise events,
events, and
a consolidate signage.

x

Excessive signage willl lessen the effectiveness of individual
signs. Fewer, easy to read,
rea appropriately placed signs are
preferred.

Example of an easy to spot
wayfinding kiosk
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Wayfinding Components

T
F
A

Wayfinding systems are made up of components that create an arrival
sequence to the Downtown. The system consists of common themed signs,
of various types that direct travelers to attractions. All too frequently
existing wayfinding systems are inadequate. Typical problems with existing
wayfinding systems include:

x Lack of accuracy, with arbitrary sign location.
x Visual clutter from too many signs.
x Lack of focus in directing traffic to Downtown.
n.
x Diffuse allocation of signs, across many
ny “entrances”.

R
D

DOWNTOWN
OWNTO

Primary
mary Gateway Sign

x Signs that lack charm, or are standard Department of
Transportation signage.

x Routes actually directt travelers around
ound Downtow
Downtown.

x Signs are too small
mall with inconsistent sizes, colors, and types.

Components of successful
uccessfu systems seamlessly
amlessly integrate the visitors
experience with the
e messages needed to navigate around Downtown.
These components include:
clude:

x Primary Gateway
ay Sign—Serves as the “W
“Welcome” to a visitor,
creating the first impression
community.
The sign should
mpression of the co
com
be significant, serving
landmark.
ng as a landma

x Traffic & Directional Signs—As
gns—
unobtrusive and attractive as
possible, while still meeting Department of Transportation
guidelines for safety. This type of public signage was discussed
33
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in Section 2.10 and can help define the Downtown by utilizing
a similar theme. Additionally, signs for visitor amenities like
parking and public restrooms can be enhanced and improved.

T
F
A

x Trailblazer Sign—Utilitarian purpose combined with unique

branding and design elements. Attractions to consider as
destinations on Trailblazer Signs include; Downtown, Historic
Districts, museums, event areas, government offices, parking,
g,
colleges/universities, and visitor centers. Signs should
d be
located at or near key transportation nodes.

x Proximity Signs—In close proximity of attractions;
ns; these signs
direct visitors through their final few steps to the
he destination.

x District Gateway Sign—Creates a boundary
oundary for a particular
district within the Downtown, such as a Historic District. These
signs should be used within the
e district to be defined and
should reflect the size, scale
ale
e and character of the existing
architecture of the district.

R
D

Trailblazer
er Sign

A successful wayfinding system
m is made up of elements that can be used in
a variety of configurations.. Some communities
communities may require only a few of
o
these elements or can gradually
system.
adually add components
components into a complete syst
All components included
uded
ded in the wayfinding system should have a simple
and uniform design.
and easy to
gn.
n. Above
Ab
all, the signs need to be brief an
read with large type face, appropriate coloring, and adequ
adequate character
spacing. The wayfinding
signs
ng system
syst
signs should
ld be unique and stand out in
their surroundings.

District Gateway
Sign

Signs directing the automobile
developed using the Manual
e user should be d
de
of Uniform Traffic Control Devices
by the Federal Highway
vices published
publish
Administration.
The following section 3.3 provides conceptual examples for a potential
Downtown Poplar Bluff wayfinding system.

Proximity Sign
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Conceptual Downtown Poplar Bluff Wayfinding

T
F
A
R
D

Downtown Poplar Bluff, as defined by the DREAM boundary, has many
activity centers dispersed throughout the area. The two main vehicular
traffic arteries of 5th Street and Pine Street (State Highway 60) have key
decision points or significant nodes that require directional signage to help
a visitor find a desired destination. Activities and events that occur at the
Black River Coliseum have the potential to pull in many visitors that need
d
to be able to locate the coliseum quickly, but also may feel more
welcomed to explore other Downtown points of interest with encouraging
uraging
and clear signage.
For the indication of the overall Downtown area, primary
ary
gateway signs are proposed. These signs should be stately
monuments on public property or parking lots that are
oriented to the main traffic corridors.
The addition of a cohesive wayfinding system
ystem
tem in Downtown
Poplar Bluff will help with delineation and
d establishment of
various districts. This segmentation
on of Downtown
owntown will not
only improve navigation, butt will help to
o identify and
promote the activities that
at occur within these districts.
Residents may find themselves
emselves
mselves referencing the districts
distr
when they give directions
directions.
rections..
Businesses should be
b
encouraged to advertise
dvertise
vertise in the context of the district in
which they are located.
ted. Ideally, a district will emerge as a
favorite meeting place for residents and visitors.

The signage concept suggested
around an
uggested revolves ar
arou
emblem that has been identified
entified for Downtown
Downto
Downtow Poplar
Bluff. This emblem, depicting a tulip poplar leaf within a
circle though which water is flowing,
be repeated as a
ng, will b
recurring thematic design element
nt iin this, and other,
DREAM reports.

Downtown Emblem
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3.3.1 Primary Gateway Signs:

T
F
A

These signs need to make a statement to visitors that they have arrived in
Downtown. The Downtown emblem will fit nicely on a masonry base and
could be precast stone or metal. The emblem is designed so it can be
recognizable from either side with the installation of lettering on each face.
Locations for these signs should be highly visible
along the major traffic arteries. Three locations
are preferred and shown shaded in blue at right.
At the Pine & 5th, and 5th & Cherry locations
there is a publicly owned parking area. The
gateway signs should be oriented on a diagonal
facing out into the oncoming traffic with
landscaping rounding out the installation. This
his
will also allow for an attractive view from
m the
parking area itself and should only impact
actt a few
parking spaces.

R
D

At the 5th & 2nd location, there is publicly
blicly
owned land at the Butler County
ounty
nty Courthouse or,
alternatively, across the street
treet in the Courth
Courthouse
parking area.
The
e Courthouse property is
preferred as it would
uld provide a better view fo
for
vehicles traveling into
to Downtown and parking is
a premium in the County
nty lot.
A potential gateway sign for Downtown Poplar
Bluff is depicted on the following
wing pa
page.
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T
F

A
R

Potential Primary Gateway Sign

D
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3.3.2 District Signs:

T
F
A
R
D

The Downtown emblem will be repeated on signage in the
various districts with a round seal that indicates that district.
This identifying signage can be located on freestanding
poles or on the decorative lighting poles as the streetscape
is constructed.

The districts contemplated in this section are: Coliseum
District; Depot District; Government District; Historic
District; and River District. These conceptual districts were
chosen to illustrate the activities that take place in these
areas. Poplar Bluff leaders may find that there are more or
less districts, or that there are different activities thatt are
more suited to an area than proposed. Additionally,
ly, as the
Downtown attracts more businesses, there mayy be a need
to develop an “Entertainment District”, “Arts
Artss District”, or
o
“Restaurant District”.
The district seals should be punched,
hed, painted
nted metal, and
inexpensive to produce. The nature of the sign, as shown
in the example at right, will allow
low for changes to the district
seal, without disturbing the
he Downtown emblem and pole.
p
This type of construction
should
the
ction
on shou
ld allow for flexibility of th
wayfinding system
m to adapt to the future needs of
Downtown.

Government District Sign
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Coliseum District:

The Black River Coliseum represents a sizeable investment by the
community and is a great source of pride. Defining this area and its
activities as a district of Downtown will demonstrate to the visitors of the
Coliseum that Downtown Poplar Bluff is an interesting place to explore.

This seal would be utilized along 5th Street within a block of the
e Black
River Coliseum and in the parking area for the Coliseum. Potentially
tentially the
residential streets surrounding the Coliseum could also be included.
cluded.
ded.

Depot District:

R
D

The Downtown has two historic
oricc train depots and Poplar Bluff has quite a
rich heritage connected
recommendations
ed to the railroads.
The recommendatio
concerning the Amtrak
akk Depot in this report are seen as the top priority
p
project and will drive
come. The
ive
ve the Downtown revitalization for years to co
depot district should
connecting through
d inclu
include both depots however, connect
connec
Cherry Street. As the
Cherry, including the
e improvements are made on
o Cherr
archway to Downtown, the
Depot seal.
he area should include the Dep
Potentially the seal could be
e repeated enough for a self-guided “Depot
Tour” starting at the Depot housing
Railroad Heritage Museum on the
using the Railro
Coliseum parking lot.
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Government District:

The area by the Butler County Courthouse to the North that includes the
Library, Justice Center, and City Hall has a distinctly different feel and is
divided by Pine Street / State Highway 60. Defining this area will primarily
marily
assist local residents, but visitors will find it helpful to know where
e official
offices are located as well.

Historic District:

R
D

The Poplar Bluff Local Commercial
al Historicc District includes the South sid
side
of Vine Street from 5th to Broadway,
adway, The North side of Vine Street from
Moran almost all the way to Main, and the West Side of Broadway from
nearly Pin to Cedar Street.
et.. The City of Poplar Bluff Historical Preservation
Preservati
Commission has established
this district
ablished
lished Building Design
Design Guidelines within
w
d
and will develop a “Streetscape Implementation Plan” a
along with the
DREAM Streetscape and Building
District is the
B
Design Guidelines.
uidelines. This D
heart of Downtown Poplar Bluff and has the procedur
procedures in place to
continue to improve. Potentially
expanded to take in
otentially this district could be e
more of Broadway and Main
in Stre
Street.
The seal shows the brick streets
ets that are so integral to the heritage of
Downtown and should be used along
long both sides of Broadway and Vine in
the Historic District.
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River District:

The influence of the Black River on Poplar Bluff and Downtown cannot be
g
denied. The river is a major feature and provides an outstanding setting
for festivals and events. As the shoreline and park area is developed and
used for recreational and public purposes, the area should be defined
ed and
the River District formed. The seal should be used along the Founder’s
Pedestrian Bridge, pathways, and service roads by the river.

The District signs as proposed can unite Downtown
town Poplar
ar Bluff’s
attractions, even if they are dispersed geographically.
lly. Each of these areas
can develop a rich identity and be promoted in a variety of ways.

R
D

3.3.3 Trailblazer and Proximity
mity S
Signs
igns

Other wayfinding signs
contact with
nss can be solicited by the City through
throu
various sign companies.
written with
anies.
nies. A Request for Proposals should b
be wri
the Downtown Poplar
so that
ar Bluff
Bluf emblem and the district seals included
inclu
incl
the sign company understands the existing theme in Downtown.
Trailblazer and proximityy signs can be simple
metal panels with
ple painted
pa
attractive colors that use the Downtown
Downtown emblem
D
emble and district seals in
conjunction with text and directional
arrows
assist with navigation.
ctional a
rrows
ws to as
ass
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STREETSCAPE IMPLEMENTATION

4.1

Recommendations

Poplar Bluff, Missouri

T
F
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The first step towards implementing the Streetscape recommendations
contained in this report is to continue to build public support. Effectively
communicating the benefits of the improvements will help to mitigate
misunderstanding and opposition. Downtown businesses
and property owners should be encouraged to view these
improvements as the City’s investment to the turnaround
of Downtown. Explaining this positive impact to the
community as a whole, beyond Downtown will help to
garner broader community-wide support.
And
d
strategically maintaining visibility and positive momentum
ntum
will keep these recommendations and the overall
Downtown revitalization program successful.
Illustrative plans such as the drawing att right, will help
maintain public support and enthusiasm,
usiasm,
m, as will open
meetings where residents are able
e to voice their opinions
on the projects.

These steps will provide
de the necessary momentum and
understanding necessary
essary
sary to continue the revitalization
efforts.
However,
r,, Pop
Poplar Bluff has taken
aken another
important step of contracting for a “Streetscape
Implementation Plan” within the Poplar Bluff Commercial
Com
Historic District. This Historic
roughly
described
toric D
District is ro
ughly
hly de
describ
as being located at Vine
ne and Broadway and
an the
recommendations within the DREAM reports co
complement
com
the improvements in the Streetscape
eetscape Implementation
Imp
Im
Plan. The City should be prepared
proceed with the
ed to p
specific steps to implement the Commercial
Historic
Co
District’s streetscape and expand the improvements to the
surrounding areas.
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boundary and will be included in more detail as the DREAM Strategic Plan
is formulated and the recommendations that concern complementary
issues are addressed.
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T
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Wayfinding System
The Streetscape plan views and sketches on the following pages
ages
demonstrate several projects, large and small, that the City of Poplar
lar Bluff
should initiate within the Downtown. All of these projectss have the
potential to launch a successful revitalization effort, but the
e simplest
imple and
least costly is the proposed wayfinding system discussed
ed in section 3.3.
3
Therefore, the wayfinding system is the first recommendation:
ndation:
x

A
R

Begin the process of developing
g the wayfinding system.
ssion
sion or a City appointed AdCharge the Preservation Commission
Hoc Wayfinding Committee with the project oversight. The
committee should meet with
th Downtown Poplar Bluff institution
institutions,
business owners / managers,
government
anagers, and tourism and governmen
officials to discuss:
x

The concepts
oncepts
ncepts of the gateway signs and the boundar
boundaries
of the
e various districts.

x

Which attractions should be included on th
tthe trailblazer
and
d proximity
proxim signs.

x

There are
re likely ways that the C
City Street Department
can consolidate
immediately and other policies
olidate signs imme
immed
and replacement
ment signage that can be folded into a
Capital Improvement
Plan.
ement Pla
ement

x

A Request for Proposals (RFP) should be written
detailing the concepts desired and to include items such

D
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as electrical lighting work, landscaping, preliminary
cost estimates, and construction phasing. This RFP
should be published and distributed widely.

T
F

Amtrak Depot Development
The Depot area has the potential to be the gem of Poplar Bluff. This
er
ambitious project will transform the area into an activity center and bolster
lagging tax revenues by incorporating private for-profit businesses into
o the
final use plan. The building is on the National Register of Historicc Places
and should be restored according to Historic Guidelines. Within the
structure space should be created for the Amtrak passengers,, Union Pacific
Railroad workers, and a restaurant and banquet hall. The building
uilding has
ha
several thousand square feet on two levels and should be
e able to
accommodate all of these uses.

A
R

The Amtrak stop should be maintained according
ording
rding to Amtrak requirements
and expanded if possible. Room could
d also be created for the railroad
workers; a locker room and break area.. With a renovated building the
th
City should be able to attract a restaurant
estaurant operation for the remainder of
o
the building. This, preferably railroad
ailroad themed,
d, restaurant could also make
space for a banquet facility on
n the upper level. With all the character of a
well restored building, the
he
e restaurant will become a regional draw and a
favorite of train enthusiasts.
there
create a
usiasts.
iasts. Ideally
Id
ere is also enough room
r
to cre
gift shop and visitor
in the
or kiosk, although these
e uses might be included
includ
in
Amtrak Station or Restaurant.
estaura
estaurant.

D

The grounds of the station
pavement and the parking
on should be improved paveme
pa
areas to the north and south
uth can remain brick. A terraced area on the
north could provide an outdoor
door seating option
optio for the restaurant and
connect more directly to the existing
lot.
sting parking lo
The boarding platform can be used for special events and as a launching
point for a potential “Transportation Heritage” walk heading to the south
and connecting with the proposed pedestrian bridge over the rail lines.

Existing Conditions of Depot and Grand Stair
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Exhibits can connect visitors with the rich history of transportation in Poplar
Bluff; the river, the bricks streets, the rails, and the roads. Each exhibit at a
strategic point on the walk up the pedestrian bridge.

Poplar Bluff, Missouri

T
F

The Grand Stair also deserves to be restored and reintegrated into the
fabric and culture of Downtown. This fabulous feature can be the site of
many wedding photos and can become a favorite meeting place.
Initially the site, including the parking areas to the north and south,, the
surrounding hillside, and the Grand Stairway to Main Street, should
ould be
brought under development-friendly control and annexed to the
e City. This
entire area is important to the development project. The
building is
he buil
currently owned by a local group desiring to raise restoration
The
ration funds. Th
City should show its support by taking steps to acquire
e the surrounding
unding site
and fully support the restoration.

A
R

Sketches of this important project, that can
n drive the rest of Downtown
Poplar Bluff’s improvements, are shown on
pages.
n the following pa

D
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A
R

Perspective sketch of De
Depot

D
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T
Potential Grand Stairway Improvements
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Black River Coliseum Parking Improvements

T
F
A
R

The current environment is very barren in the parking
lots that serve the Coliseum. This is a poor image to
portray to the many visitors attending events and sends
an image that the only reason to come to Downtown
Poplar Bluff is for the Coliseum. In addition, the
restored Frisco Train Depot that houses the Railroad
Heritage Museum utilizes the same parking lot and has
the same empty atmosphere. Due to the number of
visitors that these conditions impact, this should be a
top priority for Downtown Poplar Bluff.
The lots to be reconfigured include the areas to the
he
north and south of Cherry Street. Currently Cherry
Street serves as an entrance into the lots with
h no
curbing regulating traffic. Other entrances
nces
es to the
northern lot exist from Moran and Cedar
ar Streets. The
drawing on the following page reflects
ects the proposed
p
concept and primarily focuses on Cherry Street and the
northern lot. The southern lot,
t, as described
d below, is
seen as overflow parking.

D

Cherry Street should
d be reestablished with curbing,
sidewalks, and landscaping
ndscaping to draw attention to the
archway entrance of Downtown.
The rep
repetitive
landscaping should be
e carried directly into the ar
archway
Existing Conditions
area and may be appropriate
priate to place on the west
wes side
of 5th Street along the residential
dential area just south of the
Coliseum. During events traffic
parking
lots should be routed
raffic to both parkin
park
along Cherry Street to Moran Street where visitors
can turn north or south
vis
to access the lots. Coliseum staff could clo
close off the route to the north lot
when it becomes full and send overflow
flow traffic to the south lot. The Cedar
Street entrance should not be used during large events as the distance
from the entrance to 5th Street does not allow for much stacking room and
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will make travel difficult for through traffic on Cedar.

T
F

The north lot should be reconfigured to better define the
boundary of the lot through the use of landscape along the
edges and green space. Developing this area into a more
park-like setting will carry the handsome atmosphere and
elements from the Coliseum across 5th Street and enhance
the feeling of the grounds around the Railroad Museum.
Additionally, trees along 5th Street will have a calming effect
on the traffic flow and make it easier for visitors of the
Coliseum to cross.
Cherry Street Archway

A
R
D

The re-establishment of Cherry Street from Moran
n Street to
Broadway should include not only the curbing
urbing and
landscaping as discussed for the Coliseum parking lots and
a
the uncovering of the original brick,, but an entryway
entrywa
statement into Downtown.
An archway
rchway
way was previously
previous
suggested over Main Street in a very early
the
rly plans when th
brick streets were originally installed. This
his idea was a
demonstration of Downtown
wn
n welcoming visitors from a
thriving passenger railroad
oad
ad service. The concept can still
apply as a welcome to
o visitors of the Black River Coliseum.

Black River Coliseum Parking Conceptual Improvements
Bla

With the wayfinding system in place, the Depot restored and
thriving, and parking
largest activity
g enhanced for the Downtown’s
Dow
generator, the welcoming
location becomes the
ming archway at this locat
advertisement for visitors that
hat Downtown is ready to rreceive them.

The archway location is indicated
ed in blue on tthe drawing on this page and
should be attractive with brick or stone elements. The design should
incorporate the Downtown emblem and the district seals.

Archway example
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Main Street Brick

T
F
A

As noted in the street recommendations in section 2.3, Main Street should
be returned to, or reconstructed to match, its original brick surface. This
important project, along with the previous improvements, secures
Downtown as a pedestrian area and enhances a unique physical and
historic element. The original brick pavement was installed by the local
merchants and the effort quickly spread through other areas of Poplar
ar
Bluff. Improvement and maintenance of this surface should be a highpriority for Downtown, as it is integral to its atmosphere.
Removal of Parking Garage

Another ambitious project that the City should consider
er is the removal
emoval of
the parking garage at the intersection of Broadway
way and Poplar
plar Streets.
This structure disrupts the traffic flow of Poplar
plar
ar Street. According to
comments received during the Community and
nd Consumer Survey task of
the Poplar Bluff DREAM Initiative, many
ny residents and visitors feel the
garage is unsafe. The structure itself
does
elf is utilitarian in design and do
nothing to enhance the fabric of Broadwayy Street. The Poplar Bluff Local
Loca
Commercial Historic District includes buildings
dings on the other side of
Broadway, directly across from
rom
m the garage. The garage does not fit with
the Historic District.

R
D

Poplar Bluff would be bestt served by removing
garage. Th
This action
moving the garage
would restore the natural
atural flow of Poplar Street and make two llots available
for potential, appropriate,
development.
riate, in
in-fill de
velopment.
ent. Any
A new construction on
these lots should be complementary
District guidelines. The
mplementary to the Historic
mpleme
Histori Distr
City should expand the boundary
Bluff Local Commercial
oundary of the Poplar Bl
Historic District to ensure an appropriate
approp ate structure
appropri
structur is built at this location.

Existing conditions of Broadway and
Poplar parking garage

The sketch on the following page
depicts one of the in-fill lots as
age dep
age
developed and the other as an open
lot that could also be used as
n parking
pa
a festival venue.
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A
R

Perspective sketch of Broadway

D
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Pedestrian Bridge Crossing
In an effort to more fully connect the core of Downtown with the shoreline
of the Black River and the nearby parkland, Downtown should seek to
establish a connection by constructing a pedestrian bridge over the tracks
near the intersection of Main, Broadway, and Cherry Streets. This bridge
will be important and visible to the visitors of the Coliseum.
The bridge will also be a corridor to house some of the exhibits off the
“Transportation Heritage” walk that would begin at the Amtrak Depot
pot and
extend along the bridge; ending with an exhibit at the apex of the bridge
where enthusiasts can view the trains as they pass below.
Multi-Use Amphitheatre
With the connection made of the pedestrian bridge,
idge,
ge, the open space of the
Black River can now be used as public park land.
and. The City should seek to
assemble and acquire all this property and
nd
d remove any structures that will
impeded floodwaters. New structuress built
ilt should not impact the floodway
floodwa
and also not be overly damaged by flood
can
d waters. An amphitheatre ca
provide a location for festivals, music and performances
erformances while blending in
with the natural beauty of the
he area and not impacting the Black River.
Redevelopment Opportunities
ortunities

R
D

With the development
ment of the ambitious projects proposed
proposed, Downtown
Poplar Bluff will need to identify
blocks
Commercial
ide
bl
ocks for redevelopment.
redevelopmen
redev
services are currently lacking
nearby
and with improved
acking near
by the Coliseum
Colise
a
attendance, the demand for co
commercial
businesses will increase. In
commerci
al business
busin
addition, the City should plan
an to rebalance th
the Downtown mix through
zoning to correct the current overabundance
verabundance of social services. Property
verabundance
owners of buildings that are not hist
historically
significant should be
hi
st
encouraged to redevelop their buildings
ding in a nature that complements the
rest of the Downtown structures.
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Other Considerations

T
F
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R
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As Downtown seeks to implement the Streetscape recommendations
proposed in this report, there are other steps for the leaders to consider:
x

A priority listing of the projects should be
developed. The conceptual projects found in
this report are not small nor inexpensive.
Nevertheless, they are all important projects,
but the City may wish to adjust the phasing or
order in which they are approached.

x

A determination of the cost of each phase,
e,
similar to the RFP process as noted in
n the
wayfinding section should be initiated.
d. The
Historic District should be the beginning
eginning
nning of
improvements to streets, sidewalks,
dewalks,
walks, and
lighting as the Preservation
ion
n Commission
already has some early cost
st estimates.
stimat

x

Downtown should then
hen determine
e the amoun
amount
of money that iss available and identify other
mechanisms to
The
o fund the Streetscape improvements.
T
DREAM Financial
funding
nancial Assistance Re
Review
view will suggest
s
fu
mechanisms
Community
nisms
isms in greater detail and tools like a Co
Improvement
of
ment District or a Missouri Department
Dep
Transportation
tion Enhancement Grant ccan be vvery effective in
launching the
programs, however,
e Streetscape. For all of these
th
p
Downtown will need to obtain local match
funding.
m

x

The Downtown Poplar
plar Bluff orga
organization, if formed, should
work with the City and
Chamber to develop a sponsorship
nd Cham
program whereby individuals
dual or businesses can donate funding
for specific street furnishings. A plaque recognizing the donor
should be adhered to each street furnishing. The City should
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perform all installations and will maintain ownership.
x

T
F

Downtown Poplar Bluff and the City should also create a
formal “Adopt-a-Spot” program whereby the burden to
maintain landscaping and other maintenance can be adopted
by civic groups and clubs. The City should supervise, but allow
the volunteers freedom to install flora, remove litter, and do
other minor repairs and clean-up on a quarterly basis. The
e
City should post a plaque indicating the adopting group att the
spot and the Chamber and Main Street Poplar Bluff should
recognize the groups in newsletters and other opportunities.
tunities.

D

A
R
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5.0

BUILDING DESIGN GUIDELINES

5.1

Background and Intent of Guidelines

Poplar Bluff, Missouri
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Poplar Bluff has many strong attributes upon which to build. Beginning
with the original architecture on the Downtown storefronts, and with the
introduction of new buildings and structures into the Downtown fabric and
streetscape, all elements should have the look and feel of belonging in the
he
same composition. This document will help to recapture the charm
m and
historic feel of Poplar Bluff and
guide new development.
The Poplar Bluff Commercial
Historic District has guidelines in
effect dated November, 2005.
The Historic District is principally
located along the intersection of
Vine and Broadway.
The
guidelines noted within this
DREAM report will attempt to
mesh the historic guidelines
nes
already in place with
h the
remainder of the DREAM
M area in
a complementary manner.
anner.
nner.
The Poplar Bluff Preservation
Prese
Commission should continue
continu to
survey and monitor the historic
histor
buildings, not just in the
Commercial Historic District, but
in the entire Downtown. This will
ill
allow the Commission to be
prepared to file an update to the
information contained in the

R
D
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registration form on file with the National Register of Historic Places. This
update process is an ongoing duty of a preservation commission and the
Poplar Bluff Commission recently contracted with an planning firm to
review this information in 2006.

T
F
A
R

Improving the design guidelines that will guide new development and
rehabilitation of existing buildings throughout Downtown is a critical step,
but the City elected officials and staff must also support this initiative.

To bring back the vitality of Downtown and restore a sense of civicc pride,
there must be a respect of the tradition of rhythm and unity that existed
before the Downtown’s deterioration. The intent is not to create
reate
ate an
a exact
copy of the historic past, but to work within the existing fabric
bric of Downtown
Downtow
buildings to provide complementary rehabilitations.
The City must
ns.
develop a sensible approach to the renewal of buildings
ildings in the
he Downtown
including; the removal of inappropriate materials,
als,, adherence to the design
guidelines, and firm and fair enforcement
entt of the City building and
maintenance codes.
The conceptual guidelines indicated
dicated herein are
intended to be a base upon which
hich the City Government
overnment
will launch an effort to establish
ablish specific guidelines
throughout the DREAM boundary
oundary that will complement
the Commercial District
strict
rict Guidelines. The concepts
expressed are recommended
commended
ommended to allow flexibility for
property owners while
ile moving their renovation efforts
eff
in
a consistent, appropriate
ate dire
direction.

D

“The e
end
nd result of adherence to these
guidelines is a pattern of growth that maintains
heritage of the National Register
the rich h
Historic District”
- Design Guidelines of the Poplar Bluff

Commercial Historic District

Design guidelines can have
on Downtown by
ve a positive economic effect
ef
enhancing and protecting property
values,
promoting heritage tourism,
roperty va
lues,
ues, pr
pro
and reinforcing a community’ss identity and marketability. Investment in
historic neighborhoods and commercial
areas has increased significantly
mercial a
in recent decades resulting in the
and enhancement of
e stabilization
s
property values.
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The, typically privately owned, building facades along with the public
sidewalks and streets make up the outdoor living room of the Downtown.
This space is at the center of the community and should be alive with
activities and events. As such, the responsibility of redevelopment falls on
not just the individual property owners and the City, but the community of
Poplar Bluff residents. The individual building facades are owned and
maintained by the property owners. The street improvements, utilities and
sidewalks are the responsibility of the City. But the residents will bring the
e
area to life and need encouragement to view Downtown as a place where
they want to shop, eat, visit, and meet.

Poplar Bluff, Missouri

All of these aspects, the physical storefronts, the streetscape,
cape,
pe, and
a
the
human interaction, must be developed for the successful
of
ul revitalization
alization o
Downtown Poplar Bluff.

T
F

D

A
R
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Downtown Fabric of Buildings

While these guidelines are written for Downtown, the design
recommendations are sound advice that might be applicable elsewhere in
the community. These guidelines are written for commercial areas, not
residential. The principles to be discussed, in many cases, can be altered
and adapted to apply to an aspect of the entire City or a specific
neighborhood, but care should be taken that Downtown remains unique in
n
character.
To successfully support the revitalization of Downtown Poplarr Bluff, the
Downtown property owners, City staff, elected officials,
s, and other
community organizations will have to change the way they think
hink abo
about
Downtown Poplar Bluff and make a long term commitment
mitment to an overall
unifying theme, feel, and sense of atmosphere. This process
ocess will not
happen overnight, in a week, nor in a month or a year. Poplar Bluff will
not wake up one morning and be “finished”” with the establishment of the
Downtown place. This will be an ongoing
ing
g effort that will evolve, pick-up
speed, slow down, be applauded, and be criticized. The one consta
constant
should be the desire to slowly adjust
atmosphere
ust the Downtown
owntown core to an atmospher
that is attractive to Poplar Bluff residents and its visitors.
In the overall “fabric off Downtown” there will be 3 types of structur
structures;
those that contribute,, those that detract, and those that do neither
neither. The
objective of these design guidelines
is to maximize contribu
contributing elements
g
and minimize detracting
cting e
elements.
5.2.1 Building Zones

D

Improvements to individual buildings
buildin willl be di
d
discussed in the context of
three distinct ‘zones’; the Storefront,
refront, the Upper
U
Façade, and the Rear
Façade. The elements of the front
front façade
faça
zones are depicted in the
diagram on the following page.
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Bracket

Cornice
C

Upper
Facade

Sign band

Storefront

R
D

Bulkhead

Entrance

Lintel

Transom

Column

Display Window
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5.2.2 Façade Elements

T
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The various elements of a façade must be balanced. Appropriate
massing, building and floor heights, proportions, roof lines, materials, and
setbacks are some critical considerations in new
construction. Any future development should be
encouraged to implement a design that contributes
to the fabric of Downtown. Any future design that
will detract from that fabric should be denied.

New façade
fills opening

Other features such as architectural details, colors,
and cornices are more important to the restoration
of historic buildings, but can be used effectively in
new construction as well. Developing a balance
between all elements can allow a building to be
individual in character, but also be part of a
complementary thread that is woven into the
e overall
fabric and feel of Downtown.
5.2.3 Rhythm

The defined rhythm of Poplar
plar Bluff Downtown
buildings should be maintained
aintained
ntained along the street
frontage by adhering to
building
o uniform lot widths, bui
widths, and window
w spacing
spacing.
x

New infill buildings and structur
structures
should maintain
ntain the rhythm through
throug
proper repetition
tion of details and
a
orientation to the street.

x

Vertical elements, entrances,
entrances lighting, and other street
furnishings can also develop
elop the rhythm of a specific block.

New façade as
a series of storefronts
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5.2.4 Alterations

T
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City leaders should encourage removal of inappropriate alterations or
additions that disrupt the fabric of the Storefront Zone. It is possible that
non-historic and new construction can complement the building fabric that
has developed, therefore some alterations may not need be removed.
Decks, structures providing access for
people with disabilities, and other
’detachable’ alterations can be utilized, but
should be as unobtrusive as possible and
located on the rear or sides of the building.
As a rule, any and all alterations or
additions to the Upper Facade zone should
be removed. Alterations in this zone can
significantly change the appearance of the
face of the building. This includes any and
all signs and lighting as these should be
e
restricted to the Storefront Zone. Avoid
oid
removing or altering any historic material
al
or significant architectural features.
tures. Care
should be taken during
g the removal
remo
process to avoid damage
mage
age to original
elements hidden behind
nd
d the alterations.

Original design.
desi

D

Storefront is lost.
Sto

Minor alterations.

Significant alterations.
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5.2.5 Masonry

T
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Masonry is typically the preferred façade material for Downtown. Most
existing construction will utilize some masonry. In most instances metal
and wood siding is not a comfortable choice for Downtown building
fabric. These types of siding provide harsh lines, stark contrast, and no
relief or warmth to the buildings. If wood was the historic material, it may
be restored. Listed below are effective recommendations related to the
e
treatment of masonry façades.
x

Masonry restoration, particularly on historic structures,
res, should
be done by professionals.

x

If the masonry has been painted or stained a minimally
intrusive removal process should be used.
ed.

x

Never resort to sand blasting as this
his will permanently damage
the brick.

x

Unpainted masonry should
ould remain
main natural, not painted or
sealed.

x

Damaged masonry
asonry
sonry should be repaired or replaced with
similar color,
lor,
r, texture, and style masonry products.
produc

x

Tuck pointing
nting should be done with an appropriat
appropriate mortar
material with
th a consistent color across the entire façade.

x

Masonry replacement
cement and/or repair should
sho
only be done
with appropriate materials.
materia

x

Portland cement as a patch for masonry is unacceptable.

x

If a historic façade has been covered with metal or wood siding
it should be removed. Exposing the underlying brick masonry

R
D

IInappropriate patching to
cheaply
repair brickwork
ch

Tuck pointing with an
appropriate mortar material
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will help re-establish the character of the building and
contribute to the visual continuity of the block. Metal
cladding often is easy to remove, and only small areas
of the underlying material will have been damaged.

Poplar Bluff, Missouri
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x

Cover-ups also hide interesting details that can
enhance a building’s identity. If, after removing the
covering material, portions of the original must be
replaced, use a material that is similar to the original in
color and texture.

x

Re-pointing of stone foundations should use an
n appr
appropriate
mortar material.

x

Regular maintenance of stone foundations
ons should occur
ccur to
prevent structural and water damage.
e.

x

Water-proofing of foundations
ns should be applied beneath
the finished grade or inside
e the
e stru
structure.

5.2.6 Awnings

R
D

Awnings used in the storefront
refront
efront zone provide shade for merchandise,
shelter for pedestrians,
bring a colorful
building
ns,
s, and b
olorful accent to tthe buildin
front that can be changed without great expense. The following
follow
suggestions enhance
ce appropriate use of awnings and can
dramatically improve Downtown Poplar Bluff’s aesthetics:
aes
x

Mount the top edge to align with the ttop of the transom,
or to align with the
separates the transom
he framing that sep
sepa
from the main display
ay window. This
Th will help strengthen
the visual continuity of store fronts.
fro

x

Roll-up awnings were a common site on historic
storefronts and can be used following a similar

Awnings in Downtown
Poplar Bluff
Pop
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approach to the original application. If a roll-up awning is not
operable, the awning should at lease follow the shape of an
operable awning.

T
F
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x

Like the storefront, awnings should be confined to the extent of
the original storefront opening.

x

Awning colors should coordinate with the color scheme for the
e
entire building.

x

Awning signage or lettering should be limited to the
he hanging
aryy in ccolor to
vertical flap of the awning and be complementary
the building.

x

Awning signage or lettering should not be allowed
llowed where
another flush faced sign exists.

x

Signboards under the awning
ng intended to assist pedestrians
should be a limited, uniform
rm size and complement the awning
awnin
and building.

x

Awnings will wear
ar and this aspect should be acknowledged as
an operating
g cost of doing business which can be changed
chang
every few years
ears for a fresh look.

x

Aluminum,
m, steel, and wood shingle awnings and sstructures are
not original
from the overall
al building
build
elements and d
detract fr
appeal of Downtown façades. These
awnings should be
The
a
removed and the
repaired
he points of attachment
attachme appropriately
a
on the building façade.
çade.

R
D

Awnings in disrepair

Wood Shingles and metal
canopies are inappropriate on
downtown buildings

Awning installed too high
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R
D
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Examples of
appropriate
a
ppropria awnings
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5.2.7 Building Lighting

T
F
A

Buildings should be interesting to pedestrians and motorists at night, as
well as by day. A well-lit storefront or rear façade creates a positive
impression about downtown as well as the business.
Downtown Poplar Bluff has a distinct lack of interesting building lighting
and could benefit greatly from a lighting plan to enhance the
e
attractiveness and safety of Downtown. This plan addresses the following
wing
elements of commercial lighting:
x

Use lighting as a design element to draw attention
on to the entire
building, not just the sign.

x

Any lighting at the storefront should be used to accent the
entrance, signage, or architectural elements
ements as well as provide
light for safety and security.

x

Light fixtures should be of a si
simple
imple and non-intrusive design or
a style that is appropriate
ate to the period of the building.
bu

x

Sign lighting should
ould
ld be balanced in color and intensity with
light in display
ay windows.

x

Warm-colored
colored
olored light is preferred for
for all exterior lighti
lighting, since
this is more pleasing to the eye, and will more easily draw
attention to
o window
windo displays.

x

Neon lights and
d cool fluorescent lights sh
should not be used.

x

Lighting on Rear Facades
acades should provide illumination at the
acades
entry door as well ass along the pedestrian path from the
parking area. This lighting
ing should be similar to the lighting in
the front.

R
D

Examples of building
lighting in Downtown
Poplar Bluff
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x

Building lighting, in particular up-lighting, should
coordinated with regulations set forth by LEED guidelines.

x

Lighting technologies are advancing quickly. The community
should be prepared to allow innovative concepts with an
emphasis on sustainability, attractiveness, and efficiency.

x

Lighting can be effectively and attractively combined with other
er
façade elements to be functional and make the building more
interesting.

x

Care must be taken so that the lighting does not overwhelm
erwh
the
nature of the street and become garish orr “too much” in
relation to the other buildings.

be

R
D
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Inappropriate style and intensity
Inapp
Inappropri

Building
B
u
lighting can help
establish a sense of rhythm

Examples of how lighting can be used to illuminate doorway
and entrance signage. (St. Charles, Missouri)
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5.2.8 Business Signage
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For a successful Downtown Poplar Bluff each business must
have its own identity while at the same time maintaining high
standards of quality for such building accents as business
signage. Appropriate signage identifies the business without
detracting from the architecture of the building and the fabric of
Downtown. Sign types and their locations should be kept
simple and consistent for ease of public awareness. Signage
should be restricted to the Storefront or Rear Façade Zones.
The following guidelines will help enhance this aspect of Poplar
Bluff’s Downtown:
x

The size of the sign should be of an appropriate
ppropriate
scale for the building and street. Large
e signs should
not be needed as the signage in Downtown
owntown
wntow is more
oriented to the pedestrian than the
he motorist.

x

Rooftop, blade, pole, abandoned,
andoned,
oned, neon, electronic
electr
message boards, and billboard
d signage should not
be allowed or severely
ely restricted.

x

Position flush-mounted
h-mounted
mounted si
signs
gns within architectural
features iff possible. This type of signage wil
will help
reinforce
street.
e horizontal lines along the str

x

Coordinate
e color schemes with the building’s
b
front
façade.

x

Locate flush signs so they do not extend
exte
ext
beyond the
outer edges of the building
uilding front.

x

Where appropriate use exis
existing decorative moldings
to define a sign band for flush-mounted signs.

Current Signage in
Bluff
Downtown Poplar B
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x

Locate projecting signs along the first floor level of the façade,
not above.

x

Place signs near the business entrance, to guide a customer’s
eyes to the door.

x

Use symbols in projecting signs; these are easily identified and
remembered and will add interest to the building.

x

Where several businesses share a building, coordinate
nate the
signs by aligning several smaller signs or grouping
g them
m easier to
onto a single panel as a directory to make them
locate. Use similar forms or backgrounds for
or the
he signs to
tie them together visually and make them easier to
o read.

x

Mount signs so they will not obscure architectural
rchitectural details.

x

Sign materials should be compatible
patible
atible with façade materials.

x

Good craftsmanship will
ill pay off
ff in longer service time and
will convey a stronger
ger image to the public. Select high
quality materials:
s: Signs are exposed to extreme weather
conditions, and
nd
d a deteriorating sign presents a poor image.

x

Encourage
age
ge the use of custom designs that portr
portray a
business as being unique. Mass-produced signs, e
especially
plastic panel,
make a lasting
nel, internally lit boxes, do not mak
impression.

R
D

T
F
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x

Illuminate signs in
n such a way as to
t enhance the overall
composition of the building’s façad
façade.

x

External lighting cast from
m period
p
style, non-intrusive fixtures is
preferable to internal sign lighting.

Attractive flush mounted signs with external lighting
over store entrances are preferred
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Awning signage or lettering should be limited to the hanging
vertical flap of the awning and be complementary in color to
the building front façade.

x

Awning signage or lettering should not be allowed where
another flush faced sign exists.

x

Signboards under the awning intended to assist pedestrians
ns
should be a limited, uniform size and complement the awning
wning
and building.

Poplar Bluff, Missouri

T
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Signboards
oards on
o the sidewalk.
(Hannibal,
bal, Missouri)
Mis

D

Signage should be simple, attractive,
and permanent. Painting on
buildings should not be allowed
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5.2.9 Franchise Architecture
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To maintain the unique atmosphere in the Poplar Bluff Downtown,
branding the Downtown buildings in the style of a company should not be
allowed. Large franchises and national chains typically have a ‘downtown
style’ in addition to their trademarked brand. Poplar Bluff should insist the
company follow these design standards and adapt their brand to create a
complementary Downtown building.

A franchise façade that does not
sidewalk
enhance the building nor sid

A franchise façade that enhances
the building and sidewalk
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5.2.10 Maintenance of Facades
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Façades, particularly historical restorations, may require extra
care and maintenance. The City of Poplar Bluff should
encourage proper maintenance of all elements of a building
through firm and fair code enforcement. The maintenance of
a building façade should be viewed as a contribution to the
public good, safety, and welfare of Downtown.

In addition, if the City has implemented any sort of Downtown
incentive program for façade work, a requirement for the
property owner to properly maintain their building according
g to
o
City standards is in order. An example would be the ability
bility to
utilize a revolving loan for initial façade restoration having a
yearly inspection requirement and a call on the loan
an should the
façade fall into disrepair.

An example of well maintained façade
Poplar Bluff
elements in Downtown Pop
Popla

Rear façades tend to be neglected, but are
important to
re
e no less importan
the overall structure of the building.

Poorly maintained façade elements
in Downtown Poplar Bluff
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Poplar Bluff, Missouri

Historic Buildings

T
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5.3.1 Original Elements

Any original element or material that still exists, particularly on the front
elevation of the building, should be retained if possible. Original
elements provide a historic value that can not be replaced. Prism glass in
transom windows or a decorative wooden door with beveled glass are
examples of original materials.

Replacement of missing architectural elements should be based on
accurate duplications of original features. When an entire detail
be
ail must
m
reconstructed the new material should match the original in design,
ign, color,
color
texture, and other visual qualities. Where reconstruction
on of an element is
impossible because of a lack of historical evidence,
ce, then a new
w design
that relates to the building in general size, scale
cale
e and material may be
considered. Use design elements that reflect
eflect
ect the building’s style. A
simplified interpretation of similar features
ess on comparable buildings may
be acceptable.
5.3.2 Storefront

R
D

The following are suggested
gested
ested methods of caring for the various
storefront elements off a Downtown façade.
Entrance
x

The entrance door should be recessed
recesse to e
emphasize the
entry, provide a bit of shelter, and re
remove the open door
remo
from the path of pedestrians on the ssid
sidewalk. These areas
also repeat a pattern
along the street that
n of shaded areas
ar
helps to identify entrances.
nces.

x

If the original recessed entry has been removed, consider
establishing a new one.

Original
iginal d
detailed elements in
Downtown Poplar Bluff
Down

Examples of well restored storefronts
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x

The recessed entrance door should also be compliant with the
Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines.

x

The door should provide a view into the building as well as a
sense of openness. Solid doors should be avoided.

x

T
F
A

Consider using an accent color on the door.

Windows

Head

Muntin

Stile

x

Preserve any of the large panes of glass that make-up
ake-up the
parent
ent ssurfaces
original store front if they still exist. These transparent
allow pedestrians to see goods and activities inside.
nside.

x

Any new or replacement storefront should
ould be built
uilt of similar
materials compatible with the original
iginal
nal façade design and
craftsmanship.

Rail

Wood framing similar to the
e original is preferred but met
metal
framing with the appropriate
historic
priate hist
storic
oric profile is acceptable.

Sill

x

R
D

x

Clear insulated glass
ass with low ‘E’ coating is a good choice for
replacement storefronts.
orefronts.

x

Tinted orr reflective glass and interior reflective films
fil
sh
should not
be used on the storefront.

x

Casing

Window elements

Window AC units should never be allowed
allow in front façades.

Spandrel Panels
x

Jamb

Maintaining these original
ginal pan
panels over doorways, if existing, is
preferable but if the panel
nel is missing, reconstruction using old
photographs as a guide is acceptable.
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x

Coordinate the color scheme of the spandrel panel
with other façade elements.

x

If original design information is not available, another
option is to design a simplified panel using
appropriate materials such as painted wood or metal.

Transoms

T
F
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x

These bands of glass are found on many buildings
and they often align at the same height in a block.
ck.
nse
e of
Maintaining this line will help to reinforce a sense
visual continuity for the street.

x

When transoms are covered and original
ginal moldingss
and window frame proportions are
concealed, the
re conc
impact of the store front is weakened.
kened.
ened. If the interior
ceiling is now lower than this
hiss glass line, mo
move the
dropped ceiling back from
to
m the
he window
win
maintain its historical dimensions.
imensions.
ns.

x

Poplar Bluff, Missouri

A nicely restored storefr
storefront showing the
transom in Poplar Bluff
transo

Some transoms have hinged panels to
allow natural ventilation.
entilation. Restore these to
working order
rder where feasible. Used in
combination
ation with ceiling fans these
operable
in
e transoms can be very effective
effect
improving comfort levels when full airconditioning is not a
as necessary.

These transoms in Poplar Bluff
should be uncovered and restored
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5.3.3 Upper Facade

T
F

The Upper Façade is often neglected as property owners tend to focus on
the ground floor, business space. This is a mistake as the impression of a
building and a business is formed by the overall image of a property.
Customers notice the condition of the upper floors though they may never
set foot in them. Standards of care for upper façade elements follow.
Windows
x

Typical upper windows are vertically oriented and
d uniformly
uppe story
spaced across the building front. This rhythm of upper
windows is an important unifying feature
e of downtow
downtown,
because it is repeated on most buildings.

A

x

Any windows covered by masonry
ry infill, wood panels, or
emoved.
moved.
mismatched windows should be removed.

x

If the original window still exists,
exists, it should be restored to
serviceable condition when possible.
sible.

x

Replace only missing
sing portions of original elements where
feasible. Sometimes
metimes
times trim elemen
elements and
d other materials must be
removed in
n order to repair or refinish them. Always devise
methodss of replacing the disassembled mate
materials in their
original configuration. Code trim pieces, for example,
so you
exam
exa
can replace
e them accurately.

x

Installation of interior
nterior storm windows
ows sho
sshould be considered.

x

Window AC units should
ould not be allowed
all
on front façades.

x

If the existing window
w is beyond repair an appropriate
replacement window of the same size and profile should be
installed.

D

Intricate
tricate upper
u
façade w
with ornamental
Missouri)
cornice.
rnice. (Neosho,
(Ne
M

Front window AC units in Poplar Bluff
should be avoided
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x

Use design elements that reflect the building’s style.
A simplified interpretation of similar features on
comparable buildings may be considered.

x

Window shades or curtains in colors that coordinate
with accent trim should be encouraged.

x

If the ceiling is lower than the window head, pull the
ceiling back from the window to keep the original
height at the window.

Poplar Bluff, Missouri
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Cornice and Architectural Details
x

Replacement of missing cornices or architectural
chitectural elements
should be based on accurate duplications
ons of original
ginal features.
In some cases, an entire detail mustt be reconstructed. In the
event replacement is necessary, new material should match
the original in design, color, texture,
xture, and other visual qualities.
Photographic evidence is a good
ood source for resea
research.

x

If the cornice is missing,
sing, a similar cornice of like size and scale
should be installed.
ed.

x

If no evidence
ence
nce exists as to form and detail, th
the reconstru
reconstructed
cornice should be as simple and non-intrusive as possible.
possi

x

An intact cornice
ornice should be repaired and
an mainta
maintained.

x

Where architectural
ctural details have been
b
removed, look at
photos for details to use as patterns for
fo
f new designs.

x

R
D

Where exact reconstruction
ction of details is not feasible, consider
developing a simplified interpretation
of the original, in which
nte
its major form and line is retained.

Decorative cornices and
details in Poplar Bluff
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5.3.4 Rear Façade
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The rear facade typically faces an alley and provides access for deliveries
and pick-up. In some cases customer parking is provided behind a
building and entry to the business through the rear elevation is desirable.
Attention to the appearance of the rear elevation can be extremely
important to the quality of the customers’ shopping experience. The
building and business image can likely be improved here while
accommodating service functions. Suggested methods of caring for rear
façade elements follow.
Entry Door
x

The rear door will no longer be just for service but should
project a sense of openness and welcome.
me.

x

Customers might also feel a loyalty
ltyy or sense of ‘special access’
by using this door and the business
siness
ness can build on this loyalty by
catering to that customer and
nd improving that experience.
exp

x

A new door and hardware
rdware with a large area of glass may be
considered.

x

A small canopy
nopy
opy or awning may provide some sshelter.

Example
E
xample of an inviting rear entrance

Upper Rear Façade

R
D

x

The upper rear
ear facade elements should
shou be treated similar to
the front. Often
allowed to deteriorate.
n these elements are al
allowe

x

Windows should be restored or rep
replaced.

x

Gutters and downspouts should
shou be in good repair and painted.

x

Use materials and colors that coordinate with the front façade
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so customers will learn to recognize that both entrances are
related to the same business.

T
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x

Use a smaller version of the front façade signage to identify the
rear entrance.

x

New exit stairs and balconies can enhance the marketability of
o
second story space, especially when these lead out onto
parking lots located on the back side of the building.
ding.
Encourage installing new stairs that comply with current
building codes.

x

Fences should be designed to harmonize
ize with the
e surrounding
structures in both scale and color.

x

Some materials which may be
e appropriate include masonry,
wood and wrought-iron.

x

Chain-link should not be a permitted
mitted material for fencing in
Downtown.

Fences

R
D

Trash, Ancillary Structures,
ures, & Utilities
Utilities
x

Sensible, yet firm enforcement of the city’s b
building and
nuisance codes will be required and
an should be a priority
throughout the
e Poplar Bluff Downtown.

x

Trash containers should be placed in an enclosure or behind a
screen.

x

Enclosures and screens should
hou harmonize with the surrounding
buildings in scale and color.

Example of balcony construction.
(West Plains, Missouri)
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x

Landscaping can also be used to screen
conditioning condensers and utility transformers.

x

Use solid wood or masonry partitions, lattice screens, or
hedges to screen trash areas.

x

Any ancillary structures should match the surrounding
buildings style and scale. These structures must be
maintained well.

x

Keep electrical service boxes and conduits in good
ood
repair and painted.

x

Encourage using a color scheme on these
e screens
ens that
matches that of the rest of the building.

Poplar Bluff, Missouri

air-

D

T
F
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R
Waste receptacle screen
screening
must be maintained

Regulations for refuse haulers can be established
and enforced to prevent situations as shown above
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5.4
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Existing Buildings and New Construction

T
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Some buildings in the Downtown do not have historic features
or ornamentation. Many were built with simple fronts. In
addition there are several vacant lot in Downtown Poplar Bluff
where new buildings might be constructed in the future.
Existing buildings and new construction should implement the
following standards:
x

New construction should be of design considerate off
ese
e
traditional storefront elements described in these
guidelines or on nearby historic buildings
gs thatt
contributes to the fabric of downtown.

x

Use a simple design, complementary
mentary
entary to the
ents;
nts; a unified paint
downtown, with three basic elements;
ing,
ng, and non-intrusive
non-intru
and color scheme, an awning,
signage.

x

Emphasize horizontal
ntal features that can align with other
buildings. In-fillll construction should match the size and scale
of the surrounding
nding
ding buildings.

x

Encourage
age
ge highlighting a simple cornice, a band
ban of color, a
sign panel
nel or an awning edge that can line up with similar
elements on
n the sstreet nearby.

x

Some newer buildings
uildings Downtown are set back from the street,
with space in frontt for parking. Thes
These buildings are intended to
relate to cars more than pedestrians.
Landscaping elements
pedestri
that will enhance the rhythm and front position of adjacent
buildings should be encouraged.
oura

Example of a block with each n
non-historic building adhering
(St. Charles, Missouri)
to similar basic design guidelines.
guid
gu
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5.5

Poplar Bluff, Missouri

Color Guidelines

T
F

Use color to your advantage without being garish or too flashy. Some of
the most noticeable improvements are achieved simply with an application
of fresh paint. The most effective and economical schemes often start with
the natural colors of the building materials themselves as a base, such as
the native red of many brick buildings.
The following techniques should be encouraged in relation to color
selection for Downtown buildings:
x

Use only one base color for the majority of the
e background
back
wall surface, but use a different color for accents.
nts. Do
o not paint
pai
a building entirely one color.

x

Base colors should be muted earth tones
ones
nes or pastels.

x

Look for “built-in” featuress of the façade that can be
highlighted with an accent color.
or.

x

Window frames, sills,
ills, moldings, and cornices are potential
potentia
elements to dramatize
matize
tize with a contrasting color.

x

Use brightt colors only in small amounts. Place them at the
th first
floor level
vel
el to direct the customer’s eyes to the busi
business.

x

Consider accent
ccent colors
c
for signs, awnings,
awnin
and entrance
e
doors.

x

Earth tones willl hold their color well,
wel as
a will darker pastels.
Check for color stability
ultra-violet light; some colors, such
tability in ultra-viol
ultra-viole
as red, tend to be unstable
will shift in hue over time.
nstable and wi
wil

A

Painted are
areas should complement
area
building
ng material colors
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6.0

BUILDING DESIGN EXAMPLES

6.1

305—301 S. Main Street

Poplar Bluff, Missouri

T
F
A
R
D

This section of South Main in Poplar Bluff contains three buildings with
great potential, but in rather poor condition. 305 S. Main may be in
danger of collapse. 303 and 301 appear much more stable and include
many decorative details.
Existing conditions are shown below and an illustration of improvements
vements
are shown on the next page.

Existing conditions

305 S. Main Street

303 S. Main Street

301 S. Main Street
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Poplar Bluff, Missouri

T
F
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R

Remove inappropriate roofing and
reconstruct the original pitch line.

D

Creative ways
ys to
to u
use
s side façades can
n
include seating a
and
nd o
outdoor
utd
display areas.
as.

Reconstruct original storefronts and
remove excess signage to reveal the
character of the building.
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6.2

Poplar Bluff, Missouri

200 Block of S. Main Street—Southern

T
F
A
R
D

The photos shown are the three buildings on the
Southern end of the 200 block of S. Main Street.

Again, intricate details can be found on these
buildings, and where these details are not obvious,
it is because they have been covered with an
inappropriate material as in the far right photo.

Existing conditions

Maintain
unique
architectural
a
rchitectural details
de

Expose transom. Often
no awning is needed.

Attra
Attractive
u nderstated
ssignage
ignage in the sign band.
Flush
lush mounted, not backlit,
and appropriate colors.

Remove metal covering to
expose original windows and
façade features.
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6.3

Poplar Bluff, Missouri

200 block of S. Main Street—Northern

T
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These photos show the Northern end of the 200 block of S. Main Street.

The buildings in the middle of the block are rather plain. The building that
anchors the block at the North end shows nice details, but is in poor
condition due to maintenance. This building also is currently being used
for an adult store; this is not an appropriate use to be allowed in
Downtown Poplar Bluff. Such land use should be phased out with proper
oper
zoning changes.

Existing conditions are shown below and an illustration of improvements
mpro
mprovements
are shown on the next page.

Existing conditions

D
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Restore masonry façade by removing
paint as gently as possible.

Poplar Bluff, Missouri

T
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A
R
D
Lighting can make the building
interesting to view at night and
helps to add interest to the
façade composition.

Window lettering can be an effective way
to communicate the use of a building.

Masonry of facades should
should
be
b
e restored, cleaned, and
and
properly
p
rop
maintained.

Canvas awnings can be attractive
elements to establish rhythm along the
street, but must be maintained.
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6.4

Poplar Bluff, Missouri

100 Block of S. Main Street—Southern

T
F
A
R

These photos show the Southern end of the 100 block of S. Main Street.

These buildings suffer from numerous alterations to their storefronts. Any
details they may have are completely hidden. Likely there are very
handsome buildings under these inappropriate materials.
There is a moderate slope to the South along the entire 100 block.

Existing conditions are shown below and an illustration of improvements
provements
are shown on the next page.

Existing conditions

D
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Poplar Bluff, Missouri

T
F
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Original storefront reconstruction from documented history
is vital to recapturing the building’s identity and creating a
structure that contributes to the Main Street fabric.

R
D

Elements such as
Elements
planters
nters can
ca provide a
very p
pleasing
leasing touch.

Cornice
rnice should
sh
be uncovered or
recreated
ated iiff p
possible. If no cornice
remains, a ssimple
im
unobtrusive design
will complement the building.

Bulkhead restoration can
expose details. Original
materials should be used.
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Poplar Bluff, Missouri

100 Block of S. Main Street—Northern

T
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These photos show the Northern end of the 100 block of S. Main Street.

The middle building, again has inappropriate material hiding its original
façade. The bank building is a tremendous wealth of architectural detail,
but presents a blank brick wall directly to its South that breaks up the
façade line of the street.
There is a moderate slope to the South along the entire 100 block.
k. The
bank building sits on the highest point on S. Main Street.

Existing conditions are shown below and an illustration of improvements
mproveme
are shown on the next page.

Existing conditions

D
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Poplar Bluff, Missouri

T
F
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Masonry of facades should
be restored, cleaned, and
properly maintained.

Detailed
iled and
and well-cared for
masonry
ry shows
show the stately
character o
off tthis
his b
building.

R
D

Canvas awnings, not metal.
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7.0

BUILDING DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION

7.1

Coordination with Historic District Guidelines

Poplar Bluff, Missouri

T
F
A

The building design guideline concepts presented in this report can be
meshed with the Poplar Bluff Commercial Historic District Design
Guidelines developed in November of 2005 and applied throughout
Downtown. The Design Handbook that was compiled by the City of
Poplar Bluff is a comprehensive review of the Local Historic District,
t, the
procedure for Certificates of Appropriateness, and the design criteria
riteria by
which the Preservation Commission reviews project applications.
s.
Of particular note is the requirement for a Certificate of Appropriateness
opriateness
before a building permit is issued by the Planning Office of the City. This
is an important requirement that is often overlooked
ed or circumvented.
ented.

R
D

Given that these guidelines and procedures
ures
res exist and are, hopefully,
adhered to and supported by the Poplar
arr Bluff elected officials and staff
staff,
expansion of the design concepts throughout
roughout
hout the Downtown should be an
a
easier effort than if no previouss guidelines
es existed. The Local Historic
Histori
District is overseen by the Historical
orical Preservation
on Commission and is nearly
congruous with the DREAM
M Boundary.
oundary.
The recommendations
changes. The
nss which follow suggest some genera
general changes
City must determine
Guidelines
e how to proceed to expand Building Design
Desig G
to the areas of Downtown
The City
wntown that are not in the Historic District.
Distr
must also commit to providing support for the Histori
Historical Preservation
Commission. In any case,
to implement an
ase, should the City choose
c
incentive district, adherence
should be a condition to
e to th
these guidelines
elines sh
receiving incentive funding.
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7.2

Poplar Bluff, Missouri

Recommendations

T
F

First steps for Building Design Guidelines are similar to those of the
Streetscape effort; build public support and buy-in and communicate the
City-wide benefits of adhering to design guidelines. Suggestions for next
steps are:
x

The City should review its code enforcement practices and
d
ordinances to see if adjustments or improvements are
necessary. Some evidence was found during field work in
Poplar Bluff that indicates Downtown enforcement,, nuisance,
and maintenance procedures are not being
to
g applied
app
commercial property, only to residential property.
This
rty.
Th
situation must be fixed and will require a critical review
iew of the
City Codes.

x

Along with this effort must come regular
egular inspection procedures
that include reviews of components
mponents
ponents beyond structural and
safety issues. The City should
how
ould review with its legal counsel ho
it can issue violations for
or
or items such as peeling paint, broken o
missing windows, wood covering
g in windows, and general
genera
disrepair of buildings.
dings.
gs.

x

Another issue
ssue
ue is that permits for demolition or rehabilitation
rehabilitat
in
the Downtown
wntown are given for an entire project. Initially
Initia there
should be a “Material Removal” permit so that tthe City and
Historical Preservation Commission can m
make a better
determination
before granting a
n of the state of a façade
faç
Certificate of Appropriateness. Re
Recent issues have arisen
Recen
where a developerr indicates the buildi
building
is not sound and after
bu
ild
inappropriate materials
a detailed façade can be
ials are removed,
ials
remov
found. The City should
d work with
w the Commission to adjust its
procedures.

D

A
R
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x

Other effective practices will include firm and fair regulations
addressing construction quality, conservation of resources,
flexibility to allow innovation in design, and energy efficiency.

x

In order to create the resources that will ultimately achieve the
goal of a successfully revitalized Downtown, it is important to
understand that additional taxes, districts, or legislation may be
required. The benefits created for downtown by these new
w
mechanisms should far outweigh any new costs to the
residents, property owners, or consumers.

x

In addition, there are other issues that are non-design
design
sign related
that Downtown should seek to solve. Zoning
g issues
es involving
involvi
the types of businesses in Downtown and
d the allowance
owance of
upper floor residential are two critical areas that the City of
Poplar Bluff must address soon.

x

The Poplar Bluff Chamber of Commerce should organize a
seminar series aimed at area
rea contractors and downtown
downtow
property owners concerning
procedures
ning appropriate
appr
propriate
opriate restoration procedure
for Downtown buildings.
ings. The main
ain speaker can be obtained
from, or suggested
ed by the State Historic Preservation Office, the
City can present
esent
ent these guidelines, and a business could
cou
sponsor lunch.
understand
nch.
ch. It is important that local contractors
contra
under
the effort
rt to revitalize Downtown.

Poplar Bluff, Missouri
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